
 
 

                               
 

 
 

REPORT OF THE MEETING IN IZMIR, TURKEY  
 

COMENIUS PROJECT: "WE ALL SMILE IN THE SAME LANGUAGE"  
(ETHIC)       

1 ST meeting, 14-17 NOVEMBER 2013 

 

 
INTRODUCTION  
The importance of a SMILE 
One smile can make all the difference in the world. One smile has the power to release 
stress, calm you down, make you attractive, make someone else happy and believe it 
or not, smiling can actually cause happiness.  
Stress is hazardous to your health! When you let your stress levels continually in cress 
without doing anything to prevent it, you will eventually breakdown. And when you do 
eventually breakdown, it will take you a long time to put yourself back together again. 
However, a smile is the cheapest and fastest cure. When you feel stressed, just take a 
minute or two to breathe in and out and smile. There is always something to smile 
about in life. Always! 
 
 

 
“A smile is the prettiest thing you can wear”  This is absolutely true. Whether you are 
female or male, a smile is all you need to complete your beauty!  
 
Fact: smiling is contagious. We all have our own battles to fight. Each one of us! And 
sometimes all a person needs a smile to reassure them that everything will be OKAY 
(because it will be). Maybe one smile can reassure that girl who sits beside in class, 



 
 

that someone sees her. That someone actually cares. Maybe one smile to a stranger 
you walk by in town today, is all it will take to turn that rainy cloud hanging over him 
into a bright shining sun. 
 
 
A smile might seem like a simple act that we often take for granted. But a smile is a lot 
more than just a line that appears across our faces when we are happy. Keep these 
reasons in mind, and always remember to smile! 
   
 

THE PARTICIPANTS  
 

The 1st meeting of “ETHIC” was held in Izmir-TURKEY between the dates of 14-17 
NOVEMBER 2013. It gave all participants an opportunity to get involve each other about 
the subject “smiling”.  
 
The activities were carried out in the attendance of 5 teachers and 6 students from 
Romania, 4 teachers from Poland, 3 teachers from Crotia,1 teacher and 2 students from 
Latvia,2 teachers and 2 students from Germany,2 teachers from Cyprus,2 teachers from 
Slovenia,2 teachers from Italy-Rome,2 teachers from Italy-Perugia and  many Turkish 
participants.  

 

 

Organization Country 
 

Teachers Students 

 
COLEGIUL NATIONAL 
MIHAI VITEAZUL 
 

 
Romania-Bucharest 
Ioana_sandru_2000@yahoo.
com 

İOANA SANDRU 
MOŞ MUGUR 
BADESCU NİCOLETA 
UDREA DİANA-NİCOLETA 
NEGULESCU 
CONSTANTİN 
 

GLAVAN IOANA 
SANZİANA 
FRANGOPOL 
LEONARD 
MOTOFEANU CORİNA 
ZURZİC ZELJKO 
MATCHE ROBERT 
TUDORİCA MARİA-
MİHAELA 

ZASADNICZA SZKOŁA 
ZAWODOWA 
STOWARZYSZENIA 
"EDUKACJA-MŁODZIEŻ" 
W PLESZEWIE 

Poland-Plszew 
an.szymanowska@gmail.co
m 
 
 

ANNA SZYMANOVSKA 
DONATA KORACH 
HONORATA DOBROWOLSKA 
IZABELA WERNER 

 

BATI ANADOLU ÇİMENTO 
ORTAOKULU 

Turkey-İzmir 
nilturcan@hotmail.com 

NİLÜFER TURCAN 
VEHBİ UYSAL 
SERVET ATEŞ 
OYA DOĞAN 
SEZEN TUNAY ARAS 
AYLİN UYSAL 
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Project Calendar  

 
 

DATE ACTIVITIES  

09, 

10/2013 

 Documentation, collecting resources on topic  

 Chat, reading of literature concerning INTERCULTURAL DIALOG (ID), ACTIVE 

CITIZENSHIP (AC) 

 Discussion with local working team on topic. Problem Analysis Paper: experiences of 

POSITIVE VALUES in each country; 

10/2013  PPT: A detailed presentation about the organizations in their environment and the 

target group by documentation, collecting resources on topic. 

 FACEBOOK page.  

11/2013 MEETING 1 IZMIR, TR – project presentations in the each partner institution and to the public; 

setting up project teams; designing a form in order to collect contact data of each team members 

and sending it to each partner; distribution of the general responsibilities for partners and team 

members, developing the on-line communication network between the partners (chat, e-

mail...etc); planning the meetings date among the partners. 

 Events calendar, Standard Meeting Form; Record of the meeting 

12/2013 

01/2014 

Webpage (information related to the project, partnership, outcomes, meetings, database). 

Discussion with local working team on topic. 

- Leaflets; Learning resources - Sweet Whisper, project Forum where students share their 

ALİ TOSUN 

PRIVATE VARAŽDIN 
GYMNASIUM 

Croatia-Varazdin 
info@skola-ziger.hr 
  
 

IRENA ZİGER 
DRAGUTİN ZİGER 
MARTİNA MRAK 

 

 
RIGA RAINA 8TH 

SECONDARY EVENING 
(SHIFT) 

 
Latvia-Riga 
vivita_ponciusa@inbox.lv 
 

VİVİTA PONCİUSA 
 

2 STUDENTS 

GOLDBERG GYMNASIUM 
 

 

Germany-Sindelfingen 
 
agathezug@gmx.de 
 

AGATHE ZUG 
SİLKE POCK 

BENTE BUES 
CHRİSTİN GONSİOR 
 

ΛΥΚΕΙΟ ΑΚΡΟΠΟΛΗΣ 
Cyprus-Nicosia 
niki.ca13@hotmail.com 
 

NİKİ CHRİSTODOULİDOU 
MARİOS SERGİDES 

 

OSNOVNA ŠOLA 8 
TALCEV LOGATEC 

Slovenia-Logatec 
pivkbojana@gmail.com 

MAJE STARE MİHELİC 
JAKA MİHELİC 

 

ISTITUTO COMPRENSIVO 
STATALE “VIA 

CAROTENUTO 30” ROMA 
 

Italy-Rome 
istcarotenuto@yahoo.it 
 

DANİELA MONTANUCCI 
LAURA CANCELLARA 

 

ISTITUTO TECNICO 
ECONOMICO "ALDO 
CAPITINI - VITTORIO 

EMANUELE II" 

Italy-Perugia 
cinzia.spogli@istruzione.it 

CİNZİA SPOGLİ 
MARİA GABRİELLA FERRETTİ 
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writings and it is also a place e for them to discuss their ideas and experiences of Friendship, 

Love, Freedom (positive messages for class, schools, community) Preparing logo designs and 

Diversity Poster; Educational research; Training modules: Origami Project - Art therapy and 

how ORIGAMI works, celebrating specific winter holidays  

 

 

 

DATE ACTIVITIES  

02/2014 MEETING 2 - GERMANY - Networking, European collaboration, experimenting with 

methodological process, leaflet; setting up the plan of the educational tools; Contest/ Official 

Logo. 

 Discussion about Questionnaires for students to identify the interest’s diversity, 

local and EU values. Common understanding regarding phases, Identification of 

the material used by the different organizations on official web.  

 Preliminary Plan for the next meeting.    

03/2014 Application - Questionnaires: Cultural values (students perception), national characteristics 

and stereotypes;  

Side By Side -project: Students will create elongated portraits of themselves with symbols 

of their past, present, and future. Article in project web page.  

Collaborative learning - Project: Be politician for a day! (find "The Local Hero") - 

Interviews politicians - Parliament visits.  

Smile for Sudan (collected teaching materials) 

 

DATE ACTIVITIES  

04/2014  MEETING 3 - ITALY - Results of questionnaires  

Round tables; Debates; Plan for educational activities; Discussion on issues; Project: A 

Picture Tells a Thousand Words: Students will share an image or a picture and invite all to 

discuss about it in the forms of expository essays, poems, narrative, description or stories - 

Traditions on Easter Time 

Web 

05/2014 Project: ‘Learning to live together’, promote public debate about Intercultural Dialogue  

Celebrating EUROPE DAY (videoconference), EU Citizenship Day lesson - celebration 9th 

May 

06/2014 Interim Report. Collaborative learning: FLASHMOB (students will act for a brief time, then 

quickly disperse, for the purposes of entertainment, satire, and artistic expression);  

 

DATE ACTIVITIES  

07/2014 MEETING 4, LATVIA, RIGA - developing a relevant curriculum – Plan for educational 

activities. Articles: Multiculturalism in the classroom;  



 
 

Educational research, Documentation - newsletter 1 

Cross-cultural dialogue a co-operation. 

09, 

10/2014 
MEETING 5, HR CROATIA - Portfolios of participants: to reflect and draw an 

intergenerational plan of activities for 2nd year 

Trans-national sharing of experience and best practices, Workshop;  

•Student Project: One Day in the Life, Active citizen, Cross-Cultural Comparison: Students 

will describe a day in their life on facebook 

11/2014 MEETING 6, PL - Practical workshop: Portrait of the World - Picture It! - An exchange of 

images from around the world - photos and multimedia like movies, flash or ppt. Photo 

exhibition;  

 

 

 

DATE ACTIVITIES  

Novembe

r 

Decembe

r  

Workshops: 2dayAmbasadors (simulations of local  decision-making, Youth parliaments), 

debate activity; Opening Exhibition about the whole project with guests (ambassadors, local 

politicans) 

01, 
02/2015 

Project: Get Active in your Community, Be volunteer! (volunteer activities - 

intergenerational dialogue)  

CALENDAR 2015 - We all simile in the same languages!  

Funniest Films - "Serious Business of Humor" Collecting a list of movies as a 

recommendation for students to Project: promote in schools active citizenship education, 

contest: IT games: BE POSITIVE 

03/2015 Meeting 7 CYPRUS - Workshops: conflict solving, THINK POSITIVE! Diversity & 

conflict: Case studies - comparison of intercultural conflict situations in European 

educational facilities, examination with subcultures at work, peer groups 

 

DATE ACTIVITIES  

04/20
15 

Public awareness campaigns; Teaching material. Teacher Project: Explore EU 

citizenship in the classroom - Play the Citizenship game (interactive activities suitable 

for display on interactive whiteboards) - strategies for learning AC 

05/20
15 

School Theatre: International Positive Message - Focused on international 

cooperation between schools and establishing cross-cultural performances. Roleplay 



 
 

about participation in civil society.  

MEETING 8 SI International Seminar - The future of intercultural adult education in 

a multicultural Europe; Presentation of results, problem-solving strategies and 

suitable methods for dealing with common problems 

06, 
07/ 
2015 

EDUCATIONAL material. Edition of the final material to all  

Final PRODUCT: DVD with guidelines and project materials, YouTube film will be 

produced by the student groups  

Evaluation Questionnaires.  

Web pages. Final report. 

 

 

Objectives: 
 to encourage social cohesion by improving students and teachers interpersonal, 

intercultural and social competence  

 -to promote interdisciplinary teaching 

  to innovate LLL opportunities through strategy and methodology effectively 
tested in different contexts, thus becoming good practices, adapted to each 
intercultural learning needs 

  to emphasize and show to people that cultural diversity and difference is a 
richness, creating solutions and putting them on web  

  develop students and staffs perception of European citizenship and 
strengthening the European Dimension within the schools ,increasing co-
operation at schools, community and European level 

 



 
 

 

MEETING AGENDA 
 
- defining the responsibilities for every partner for the next  months 

•  Preparing the calendar of activities  
• Leaflet, logo, website 
• Agreement on work methods 

- presenting detailed information about “smiling” 
- organizing the budget and the activities for the next months  
- share experiences and good practices about smiling   

•  Selection of volunteers (team work)  
- organizing project activities, workshops for students and teachers 

• Presentation of each organizations 
-  Common understanding of “smiling” concept 
- evaluating the workshop by the participants 
- evaluating the meeting by the partner organizations 
- Report   
- cultural visits in IZMIR-TURKEY 
 

 
 

In the group meeting partners shared the experience in projects. Each 
partner prepared presentations about the school institution, region and projects,  
themes for the WEB PAGE with the project aims, local activities and school partners, 
different types of dissemination materials (leaflets, posters etc.).  
All partners planned future project activities and details for the next  meeting: 
starting a web page with Power Point presentation about each school, logo, posters 
about smiling, workshops for students, teachers, photos, leaflet and questions for a 
questionnaire.    
The next project meeting will be realized in Sindelfingen,Germany, dates:February 
2014. 
 
According to the agenda, the aims of the meeting were achieved. 
 
Partners saw few examples of how trainers could organize workshops for students  
in schools. There were some examples of good practice, including the positive 
relationship between teachers, students, parents and local community.  
 
The group considers there are further opportunities to undertake research, looking 
at best practice; This was a successful, informative and engaging experience for all, 
students and teachers.  
 



 
 

The partners also met Turkish teachers, students, staff and school counselors and 
they were able to engage in meaningful dialogue  
 
Izmir,November 2013 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 



 
 

    
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


